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Synopsis

Use these useful tips and Turn Chess Pro From Beginner This book contains proven strategies and tactics to help you progress from beginner to advance level in Chess. You will learn how to systematically evaluate the positional and tactical elements of the game and make calculations based on a sound assessment of board position. The book offers relevant information on the different tactical motifs and combinations, and provides guidance on spotting and creating opportunities to use them. Finally the book presents important strategies and principles for winning the opening games and endgames decisively. The book does not promise to make you a grandmaster overnight, but you will learn the thought processes that top players use to win their games systematically and, consequently, take your play to the next level. Buy this Kindle Book For $2.99 Today!
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Customer Reviews

This help me really understand the different ideas and steps to learning about chess and how to become better at chess. What I really liked is that I thought I knew about chess and yet after reading
this book it showed me so many different things ideas and information about chess that I had no clue about I would highly recommend this chess book to anyone who is brand-new I decent player and even someone who is a master player. I think everyone can pick up tips from this chess book. You will never be bored reading this chess book.

I have read lot of books on chess and learn many tips. But after read these book I was not a master. Then I found this book on and purchased. Read this book and found many tips and tactics of playing chess. This book is really best of those books which I was read. This book is a complete guide and training. Each tip is given with diagram that is a plus point. Every tip is given in full detail and in easy language. I found here different tactics. I recommend this book. Chess is not a difficult game. If you know the basic rules and tactic then you can easily play. This is also not meant that you can become and player over the night. this game need practice, more practice and time.

By far the most comprehensive and easy to understand guide for Chess I have ever read. I love strategy and tactics but have never tried chess. Where I grew up no one played it consistently. I always wanted to learn but had no one who was patient enough to teach me. This book has been my window into the world of Chess. Now I want to play all the time, I love this game! Best and only guide you will ever need!

I'm pleased to read the book. Guide for this game helped me to improve my strategy and easily maneuver around my opponents when playing. Essential for the chess game is to fool your opponent to think one and you to do completely different move. Overall a great!!

This book taught me not only the basics of the game, but how I can improve my own games. All you have to do is read the book from cover to cover, then with the specific strategies taught, analyze your own game and try to align it with what works!

The game of chess intrigues me but I've never been able to play without someone walking me through how to play and the main objective. This book will definitely help me to be able to play on my own and maybe even win. With specific strategies and tactics this book taught me so much about chess. I highly recommend this book to anyone just learning or wanting a refresher.

This book provides a great background on popular chess tactics and their origins. While it may be
for a person more advanced in the game; a novice would still gain a great deal of information to use to help perfect their game. Highly recommended.

This book introduces chess from the beginning by providing an explanation on every piece’s movement and its usage to play a good game. An advanced player must find effective strategies and important tips to grab winning opportunities. Step by step description with necessary illustrations make the book more acceptable and effective to go ahead.
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